
	  

Weekly Bass Lessons 
Groove Concepts: Week 1 

 
For this weeks lesson we will be looking at different groove concepts to help you come up with simple ideas 
to create Bass Lines, Riffs and Fills.  
 
This Lesson document is to accompany the Lesson Video. 
 
In the performance demonstration in the Video I’m playing a simple groove idea and then finding different 
degrees of the Chord and different degrees of the Scales we are using to find different ideas for melodic fills 
and phrases to embellish the Groove idea. 
 
It is so important to practice in a creative goal driven way. Don’t forget it’s how you practice determines how 
you sound. So it’s always a good idea to have a clear concept and a systematic path for what you are trying 
to achieve. 
 
Here are some steps on how I would practice this type of thing. And this is not only ideas for the fills but also 
how to create a groove in the first place. 
 
Here is the basic groove I’m playing off to create some melodic ideas for my fills. 
 

 
 
The groove basically consists of Chord Tones with the use of a Chromatic Approach to the b7th in beat 3. 
 
Weak Beat, Strong Beat 
 
Music gets its groove, flow, tension and release from the Strong Beat, Weak Beat concept. 
 
Lets first look at 4 empty bars. 
 



	  

 
This is good to understand when playing grooves and solos as we can add tension and fill in these weaker 
beats and use the strong beats and bars as the hook of the Bass Line or Melodic Idea. 
 
It is more common to hear fills on the 4th bar or for example at the last bar of a Verse going into a chorus. It’s 
at the end of a cycle so we have more freedom. This concept can be very useful to understand if you want to 
build tension in the music. 
 
If we look at a Bar of music in 4/4 we can see the Strong and Weak Beats. 
 
 

 
 
 
If we reduce the value of the notes the same concept applies.  
 
 

 
 
 
When we are using 8th notes the upbeat has the weaker value. 
 
In the video demonstration I am experimenting with placing my fills in different places within the form. It is 
important to always keep the overall concept of the line so wherever you place your fills you can always fall 
back into the written groove.  
 
The more tools we have to use the better musical choices we have.  
 
In the video demonstration I am using several different tools and concepts to build my fills and melodic 
phrases off. 



	  

 
• Chord Tones 

 
• Pentatonic Scale 

 
• Blues Scale 

 
• Scale Approach To Chord Tone From Above 

 
• Chromatic Approach To Chord Tone From Below 

 
 

Step 1 
 

• Chord Tones 
 
In my opinion the most important thing to understand when playing over any Chord or Chord Progression is 
the Chord Tones. Nothing spells out the harmony better than the Chord Tones. However to play grooves or 
solos only using Chord Tones things would become very predicable and boring for the player and the 
listener. 
 
For this example I’m playing over a G-7 Chord and the Chord Tones are  
G (Root) Bb (b3rd) D (5th) F (b7th)   
 
Here are 3 fingering patterns for the G-7 Chord. 
 
The dot represents where the note is played on the fingerboard and the number inside the dot represents 
the finger used. 
   
  Fingering Pattern 1                    Fingering Pattern 2                          Fingering Pattern 3                                              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



	  

Practice Tips For Learning The Chord Tones 
 

• Find all the G Notes (The Root) all over the fingerboard and try to play as many of these 3 fingering 
positions as possible. 

 
• Try using a sustained G-7 Chord to play-along with. 

 
Playing along with a related sustained really helps and trains your ear to hear how the notes sound against 
the Chord. You can find all the sustained Chords here to download www.tonygreybassacademy.com  
 
Step 2 
 

• Pentatonic Scale 
 
The Pentatonic Scale is a 5-note scale; it is probably the most commonly used scale for creating riffs, licks, 
solos, melodies in all styles of music. 
 
There are 2 types of Pentatonic Scales, the Major and the Minor. 
 
The Minor Pentatonic contains the same notes as the Major Pentatonic Scale built off the 6th degree. 
 
In this groove over a G-7 Chord I would base my ideas from the G Minor Pentatonic which contains the same 
notes as the Bb Major Pentatonic Scale. 
 
In the Tony Grey Bass Academy there are a lot of courses about the Pentatonic Sclaes and how to use them 
creatively. There is also a free unique and creative Vertical Fingering Pattern course at 
www.tonygreybassacademy.com so you to get a better understanding on how these different Scales sound 
and work.   
 
Here is a one-octave fingering pattern for the Bb Major Pentatonic Scale starting from the 6th fret of the E 
String. 
 

 



	  

Here is a one octave G Minor Pentatonic Scale fingering pattern starting from the 3rd fret of the E String, 
which contains the same notes as the Bb Major Pentatonic Scale. 

 
 
You can continue adding notes beyond the one octave range to the Scale in the same position to give you 
more choices. 

 
Practice Tips For Learning The Pentatonic Scale 
 

• Learn all the possible Whole Range Vertical Fingering Patterns in one position for the Bb Major/G 
Minor Pentatonic Scale starting from each degree of the scale starting from the E String. This will 
really help you master the Scale and help develop your ears. Learning these different Whole Range 
Vertical positions will give you endless options for your fills. 

 
• Try using a sustained G-7 Chord to play-along with so you can hear the different colors and tensions 

against the Chord. 
 

• Play along with the track and experiment playing fills off each degree of the Scale ascending and 
descending. Also experiment placing your fills in different areas of the bars but always fall back into 
the original written groove. 

 
• Record yourself if possible so you can learn how to edit your playing to sound musical.   

 
Step 3 
 

• The Blues Scale 



	  

The Blues Scale is a great tool for creating tension in your phrasing. The Blues Scale is an extension of the 
Pentatonic Scale and Contains 6 Notes. 
 
Here is a vertical fingering pattern for the G Blues Scale starting from the 3rd fret of the E String. 

 
The extra note is the flattened 5th of the Chord. It is not Diatonic to the key of the Chord but is a great 
sounding note and is commonly referred to as a “Blue Note”. 
 
This G Blues Scale also sounds great over a G Major Triad or a Dominant 7 Chord. 
 
It gives us that Minor 3rd sound against the Major 3rd of the Chord. This is also known as a “Blue Note” and can 
be used to create some really cool Funky riffs. 
 
When you listen to the notes of the G Blues Scale against a G-7 Chord you will hear the b5th as a passing tone 
between the 4th and 5th degree on a G Minor Pentatonic Scale. 
  
This teaches us how to use these (Blue Notes) as passing tones within our phrases. 
 
Just like the Pentatonic Scale you should learn the full Whole Range fingering pattern built off each degree 
of the scale on the E String. 
 
Here is the extended fingering pattern for the G Blues Scale starting from the 3rd fret of the E String. 
 

 
 



	  

Practice Tips For Learning The Blues Scale 
 

• Learn all the possible Whole Range Vertical Fingering Patterns in one position for the G Blues Scale 
starting from each degree of the scale starting from the E String. This will really help you master the 
Scale and help develop your ears. Learning these different Whole Range Vertical positions will give 
you endless options for your fills. 

 
• Try using a sustained G-7 Chord to play-along with so you can hear the different colors and tensions 

against the Chord. 
 

• Play along with the track and experiment playing fills off each degree of the Scale ascending and 
descending. Also experiment placing your fills in different areas of the bars but always fall back into 
the original written groove. 

 
• Record yourself if possible so you can learn how to edit your playing to sound musical.   

 
Step 4 
 

• Dorian Scale 
 
The Dorian Scale is a 7-note scale also known as a “Mode”. A Mode is a group of scales built off each degree 
of the 7-note Major Scale. 
 
In the Tony Grey Bass Academy there are a lot of courses about the Modes and how to use them creatively. 
There is also a free unique and creative course at www.tonygreybassacademy.com so you to get a better 
understanding on how these different modes sound and work.  
 
Understanding the Modes is a vital part of your growth as an improvising musician they are the 
fundamental building blocks for Composition, Improvising Solos, Creating grooves and melodies etc…  
 
There are 7 notes in the Major Scale so therefore there are 7 Different Modes, which are built off each degree 
of the Scale. Although each of the Modes built off each degree of the Major Scale contain the same notes 
they each have there own unique sound and character.  
 
The G Dorian Scale is the 2nd Mode of the F Major Modes and is a really common Mode to use over a related 
Minor Chord. For example I’m using notes of the G Dorian Scale to play over a G-7 Chord. 
 
In this groove over a G-7 Chord I would base my ideas from the G Dorian Scale which contains the same 
notes as the F Major Scale. 
 



	  

Here is a one-octave fingering pattern for the G Dorian Scale starting from the 3rd fret of the E String. 

 
You can continue adding notes beyond the one octave range in the same position. 

 
You will notice in the 2nd vertical fingering pattern you will notice there is a slight shift to the position. When 
I’m learning my fingerboard I like to find ways of always moving around the instrument in an economical 
way that help me eliminate any thought of what I’m doing. I want to create a situation or environment 
where I can train myself to feel my way around the instrument without any restriction.  
 
Remember: “You want to be restricted by nothing other than your imagination” 
 
I also like to use the one finger per fret rule and develop my muscle memory skills. 
 
In the Tony Grey Bass Academy I focus on this concept in-depth in a very organic and creative way.  
 
There is a free course on all of these vertical fingering patterns for all the Modes in all keys at 
www.tonygreybassacademy.com. Learning and understanding this unique system will change how you play 
and think about your instrument forever. 
 
Practice Tips For Learning The Dorian Mode 
 

• Learn all the possible Whole Range Vertical Fingering Patterns in one position for the G Dorian Mode 
starting from each degree of the scale starting from the E String. This will really help you master the 
Scale and help develop your ears. Learning these different Whole Range Vertical positions will give 
you endless options for your fills. 

 



	  

• Try using a sustained G-7 Chord to play-along with so you can hear the different colors and tensions 
against the Chord. 

 
• Play along with the track and experiment playing fills off each degree of the Scale ascending and 

descending. Also experiment placing your fills in different areas of the bars but always fall back into 
the original written groove. 

 
• Record yourself if possible so you can learn how to edit your playing to sound musical.   

 
Step 5 
 

• Scale Approach To Chord Tone From Above 
 
In Step 1 we mentioned nothing spells out the harmony more so than the Chord Tones. In this Step we will 
find ways off using the Chord Tones in a colorful and creative way. These techniques are commonly used by 
the great Jazz Improvisers but also work great for playing grooves and creating fills. 
 
The first approach to Chord Tone we will look at is the Scale Approach To Chord Tone From Above. 
 
The first step is to understand which Scale you are going to choose to be your source of these Diatonic Scale 
Approaches. 
 
In this case we are using the G Dorian Scale as our choice to create these patterns to play over a G-7 Chord. 
The concept is simple, we are simply just using the Chord Tones as our target notes with a Scale Degree 
Above to embellish the Chord Tone. 
 
The Chord Tones for a G-7 Chord are G, Bb, D and F so the Approach patterns would be A to G, C to Bb, E to 
D and G to F. 
 

 
 
 



	  

Practice Tips For The Scale Approach From Above To Chord Tone Patterns 
 

• Learn all the possible Scale Approach Patterns to each Chord Tone all over the fingerboard.  
• Try changing the order of the Chord Tone approach patterns to create sequential patterns and 

phrases. 
 

• Learn the Scale Approach To Chord Tone patterns across each of the Single Strings. This will help you 
Learn and master your fingerboard, train your ears to hear the value of the Chord Tones and how to 
embellish them in different ways and will also help you to not be restricted by your muscle memory 
patterns. Learning things on Single Strings helps and forces you to hear the pattern and not just rely 
on the shape. 

 
• Play these patterns over a sustained G-7 Chord. This will really help you train your ears to hear the 

pattern, which in return will help you use these patterns in a creative and melodic way. 
 

• Practice these patterns in your fills. 
 

Again in the Tony Grey Bass Academy you’ll be exposed to the BeBop Approach to Chord Tone Patterns on 
all the different Chords. 
 
Step 6 
 

• Chromatic Approach To Chord Tone From Below 
 
The second and final approach to Chord Tone we will look at is the Chromatic Approach To Chord Tone 
From Below. 
 
The first step is to understand which Scale you are going to choose to be your source of these Diatonic Scale 
Approaches. 
 
Again for this example we are using the G Dorian Scale as our choice to create these patterns to play over a 
G-7 Chord.  
 
The Chord Tones for a G-7 Chord are G, Bb, D and F so the Approach patterns would be F# to G, A to Bb, C# 
to D and E to F. 
 



	  

 
 
Practice Tips For The Chromatic Approach To Chord Tone From Below Patterns 
 

• Learn all the possible Chromatic Approach Patterns to each Chord Tone all over the fingerboard.  
 

• Try changing the order of the Chord Tone approach patterns to create sequential patterns and 
phrases. 

 
• Learn the Chromatic Approach To Chord Tone patterns across each of the Single Strings. This will 

help you Learn and master your fingerboard, train your ears to hear the value of the Chord Tones and 
how to embellish them in different ways and will also help you to not be restricted by your muscle 
memory patterns. Learning things on Single Strings helps and forces you to hear the pattern and not 
just rely on the shape. 

 
• Play these patterns over a sustained G-7 Chord. This will really help you train your ears to hear the 

pattern, which in return will help you use these patterns in a creative and melodic way. 
 

• Practice these patterns in your fills. 
 
I hope you enjoyed this mini course on Groove building; I look forward to seeing you again in Week 2 for 
more lessons. 
 
Stay Inspired, 
 Tony Grey 
 
 

  
 


